Operations in ASEAN

- Myanmar (Page 53-54)
- Thailand (Page 15-26)
- Malaysia (Page 27-38)
- Singapore (Page 2-15)
- Indonesia (Page 39-44)
- Philippines (Page 45-48)
- Vietnam (Page 49-52)
Hitachi Group of Companies in Singapore

1. Hitachi Asia Ltd. (Regional Headquarter)
3. Hitachi Automotive Systems (S) Pte. Ltd.
5. Hitachi Chemical (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
7. Hitachi Consulting Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
9. Hitachi eBworx International Pte. Ltd.
10. Hitachi Elevator Asia Pte. Ltd.
11. Hitachi High-Technologies (S) Pte. Ltd.
12. Hitachi Home Electronics Asia (S) Pte. Ltd.
15. Hitachi Medical Systems (S) Pte. Ltd.
17. Hitachi Powdered Metals (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
18. Hitachi Solutions Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
22. Hitachi T&D Systems Asia Pte. Ltd.
23. Hitachi Vantara Pte. Ltd.
24. Fiamm Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
25. SullAir Asia Pte. Ltd.
Hitachi Asia Ltd. is a subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., headquartered in Singapore. With offices across seven ASEAN countries - Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam - the company is focused on its Social Innovation Business to answer society's challenges.

In Singapore, the organization consists of the following groups/business units:

- Research & Development Center
- Social Innovation Business Unit
- Power Business Unit
- Industrial Products Business Unit
- Railway Systems Business Unit
- Industrial Components & Equipment Group
- Info-Communications Technology Solutions Business Unit
- Financial Institutions Business Unit
- Value Chain Integration Group

Hitachi Aqua-Tech Engineering Pte. Ltd. provides a comprehensive solution to solve a broad spectrum of water problems by incorporating the latest technologies and techniques known. The company has a reputation for design innovation and creative engineering in the areas of pools, fountains, water theme parks, irrigation systems, and water features. They offer complete EPCM (Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Maintenance) services to their clients and aim to provide a one-stop solution for resorts, hotels, residential & commercial facilities, and municipalities developers.
**Hitachi Automotive Systems (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.**

7 Tampines Grande  
#06-03 Hitachi Square  
Singapore 528736  
T: +65 6738 1193  
F: +65 6738 1939  
auto-parts@hitachi-automotive.sg  
www.hitachi-automotive.sg

As an automotive after-market supplier to Asia, Middle East and African markets, we offer a wide range of high quality Shock Absorbers, Brake Pads and Electrical & Electronic parts such as Ignition Coil, Alternator, Starter, Air Flow Sensor etc. Besides that, we also provide Flow Meter and other Industrial Equipment to our regional customers.

**Hitachi Chemical Asia-Pacific Pte Ltd.**

180 Clemenceau Avenue,  
#02-01 Haw Par Centre  
Singapore 239922  
T: +65 6836 6988  
F: +65 6836 6788  
www.hitachi-chem.co.jp/english

Hitachi Chemical Asia-Pacific (HCAP) offers a range of high end and high reliability products for Semiconductor, Industrial and Printed Circuit Board Industries. Batteries and Capacitor for Automotive and Industrial applications are new add on to our product line-up. We aim to improve customer satisfaction and service quality, in the quickest, most cost-effective and convenient way.
Hitachi Chemical (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
32 Loyang Way
Singapore 508730
T: +65 6542 85
F: +65 6545 5407
inquiry@hitachihcs.com.sg
www.hitachihcs.com.sg

Hitachi Chemical Singapore (HCS) is a fully owned subsidiary of Hitachi Chemical Co Japan. The Company started operation in 1974 and is one of the leading Printed Circuit Board (PCB) manufacturers, marketing a wide range of products to meet the needs of electronic industries. Our global network, combined with our core competencies in PCB technologies offer a complete interconnected solution to meet the diverse needs of our customers. The Singapore Plant is the dedicated facility for High Layer MLB, HDI Modules, & Backplane production. It is the centre of manufacturing excellence, specializing in production of complex multilayer boards up to 48 layers, supporting customers in high end server, networking, storage and telecommunication industry.

Hitachi Construction Machinery Asia and Pacific Pte. Ltd.
2 Pioneer Walk,
Singapore 627856
T: +65 6265 2377
F: +65 6264 1782
sgp-hra@hitachi-kenki.com
www.hitachi-c-m.com/asia

Hitachi Construction Machinery Asia & Pacific is a 100% Hitachi Construction Machinery subsidiary company that was established in Singapore in 1984. It functions as a regional parts depot, machine and parts distribution and training centre in Asia and Pacific region for Hitachi Construction & Mining products i.e, Excavators, Rigid Frame Truck, Wheel Loaders and Application Products, etc. Hitachi Construction Machinery Asia & Pacific is also appointed by Hitachi Construction Machinery global strategic alliance partners as the Master Distributor for distributing, marketing and supporting both John Deere Construction & Forestry and Bell Articulated Dump Trucks in Asia Pacific regions.
We are a recognized leader in delivering enterprise applications and IT Solutions. With expertise derived from deep R&D relationships with enterprise software leaders such as SAP, Oracle and Microsoft, we provide IT services including implementation, integration, development, upgrade, testing and support. With its headquarters in Dallas, Texas, we have over 11 years of presence in Singapore and Malaysia with a vertical coverage of solution offerings to BFSI, MRD, Hi-Tech, Software & Government. Our long-term product engineering development relationship with Oracle differentiates us from other service providers, giving us thorough knowledge of the product suite complementing our deep domain experience to satisfy our customers' diverse needs. We also provide services for SAP implementations and for bespoke development.

Formerly known as Stone Apple Solutions, the company was founded in 2009 and acquired by Hitachi Consulting in October 2014. We are a specialized provider of services around Enterprise Applications, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Enterprise Content & Integration and Managed Services. We offer a unique blend of a start-up's agility and mature technical capability to our clients and have helped Fortune 1000 global clients achieve their business goals through effective use of technology.
Hitachi Group in Singapore

**Hitachi eBworx International Pte. Ltd.**
7 Tampines Grande,
#02-04, Hitachi Square,
Singapore 528736
T: +65 6789 1819
F: +65 6604 6016
contact@hitachi-ebworx.com
www.hitachi-ebworx.com

**Hitachi Elevator Asia Pte. Ltd.**
10 Toh Guan Road East,
Hitachi Elevator Building,
Singapore 608597
T: +65 6416 1711
F: +65 6561 0991
www.hea.hitachi.com.sg

**HEADQUARTER: Hitachi eBworx Sdn. Bhd.**
Hitachi eBworx is a leading international consulting and technology solutions firm specializing in the banking sector. Through its regional offices, Hitachi eBworx delivers innovative and high-performance solutions. Hitachi eBworx has a wide reputation in the market as a market leader for its Credit Management solutions of Loans Origination, Collection and Debt Recovery, Touchpoint solutions such as Internet, Mobile and Transaction Banking and Trade Finance system. Its customer base boasts some of the largest tier-1 banks in the region including the super-regional banks of Asia Pacific.

Hitachi Elevator Asia Pte Ltd was established as an overseas service base for sales installation and maintenance of Hitachi Elevators and Escalators in Singapore. We oversee the regional operation and provide customer services and support in the marketing, sales, design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance of Hitachi's elevators, escalators and sidewalks.
Hitachi High-Technologies (S) Pte. Ltd.
7 Tampines Grande, #05-01 Hitachi Square, Singapore 528736
T: +65 6733 2754 F: +65 6735 3917
www.hitachi-hightech.com/sg/

Hitachi High-Technologies (S) Pte. Ltd. is the leading-edge technology specialist that develops our business globally in four key areas: Electronic Device Systems, Life Science, Information Systems & Electronic Components and Advanced Industrial Products. We devote ourselves to developing new products and businesses worldwide by leveraging our unique advanced technologies in these business segments. This is to meet the sophisticated technological needs of our customers in this age of constant transformation.

At the same time, we offer optimal solutions that take full advantage of our trading company functions. Our customers can benefit from our global organisation by leveraging on our wide network.

Hitachi Home Electronics Asia (S) Pte. Ltd.
438A Alexandra Road #01-01/02/03, Alexandra Technopark, Singapore 119967
T: +65 6536 2520 F: +65 6536 2521
enquiries@hitachiconsumer.com www.hitachiconsumer.com.sg

Hitachi Home Electronics Asia is the marketing arm of Hitachi Ltd. – Consumer Division providing extensive sales distribution and marketing services for consumer electronics and multimedia products across Asia Pacific West and South Asia, and some regions in Africa. We are also the regional technical support and spare parts center for our supporting networks.

CAMBODIA REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
#154E, Street 134
Sangkat Veal Vong, Khan 7 Makara, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
T: +855 0 2388 0111 F: +855 0 2388 3665
enquiries@hitachiconsumer.com www.hitachiconsumer.com

Hitachi Home Electronics Asia (S) Pte Ltd – Cambodia Representative is the marketing arm of Hitachi Home Electronics Asia (S) Pte Ltd providing extensive sales distribution support and marketing services for consumer electronics and multimedia products in Cambodia.
Hitachi Group in Singapore

**Hitachi Infrastructure Systems (Asia) Pte. Ltd.**

1 Fusionopolis Place  
#05-10 Galaxis,  
Singapore 138522  
T: +65 6222 0665  
F: +65 6224 8358  
hpt-sgr@ml.hitachi-pt.com  
www.hitachi-infra.com.sg  

Hitachi Infrastructure Systems (Asia) Pte. Ltd. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd.) offers the core of social innovation business in the Hitachi Group with leading environmental and energy-saving technologies. Harnessing its Engineering Capabilities and Project Expertise, the company offers unique turn-key solutions for social and industrial infrastructure projects. The core businesses of our group are Building Facilities, Energy, Environmental Systems, Industrial and Social Infrastructure Systems.

**GROUP OF COMPANIES INCLUDES:**

- Philippines: PHPC Co., Ltd. Inc.
- Thailand: Hitachi Plant Technologies (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
- Indonesia: PT. Hitachi Plant Technologies Indonesia

**Hitachi International Treasury Ltd.**

7 Tampines Grande,  
#04-04 Hitachi Square,  
Singapore 528736  
T: +65 6260 2100  
F: +65 6260 1033  

Hitachi International Treasury Ltd. (HITL) is a regional treasury centre of Hitachi for Asia, one of the four regional treasury centres around the world. We provide various types of financing (Group Loan, Fund Placement, Reinvoicing and AR Factoring), cash management (Cash Pooling and Netting), risk management (Foreign Exchange Transaction and Guarantee) and corporate treasury outsourcing services to Hitachi Group companies.
Hitachi Medical Systems (S) Pte. Ltd.
7 Tampines Grande, #04-01 Hitachi Square, Singapore 528736
T: +65 6602 0110, F: +65 6602 0111

Hitachi Medical Systems, a subsidiary of Hitachi Medical Corporation is responsible for the marketing and sales of all Hitachi Diagnostic Imaging Products in Asia. We are a fullline medical systems manufacturer involved in every aspect of the medical equipment and medical information systems business, from R&D and manufacturing, to sales and service.

Hitachi Metals Singapore Pte. Ltd.
12 Gul Avenue, Singapore 629656
T: +65 6861 7711, F: +65 6861 9554
http://www.hitachi-metals.com.sg

Hitachi Metals is defined by our ability to create sophisticated specialty materials and technologies. As the regional sales, marketing and trading hub of Hitachi metals, we offer a range of products of high-grade metal products and materials, electronics and IT devices, soft and hard magnet, electronics cables and wires.

Hitachi Powdered Metals (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
7 Tuas Ave 5, Singapore 639333
T: +65 6861 5633, F: +65 6861 5635
www.hitachi-pm.com.sg

Hitachi Powdered Metals (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. is a 100% subsidiary of Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan. Established in 1979, we are widely recognised as the leading oil impregnated sintered bearing specialist in the region. We have since expanded our expertise into the area of structural components, e.g. gears, pulleys, cams, rotors and application especially to the automotive industry.

Our products are widely used by all industries due their cost effectiveness and excellent performance. The structural parts are applied in transportation machines, industrial machines, electric machines and the bearings are applied in transportation machines, industrial machines, electrical machines and audio equipment etc.

Hitachi Solutions Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
7 Tampines Grande, #07-01 Hitachi Square, Singapore 528736
T: +65 6231 2194
HEADQUARTER:

Established in 2013, Hitachi Sunway is a joint venture between Hitachi Systems, Ltd. and Sunway Technology Sdn Bhd. The company is leading by the vision to be the one-stop ICT solutions and services provider in Malaysia and Southeast Asia. Its core ICT offerings go beyond the framework of conventional product services include Enterprise Applications, Engineering Solutions, Infrastructure & Managed Services, and Data Centre Solutions. Headquarter in Malaysia, Hitachi Sunway is an MSC Status Company with presences in Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines and Vietnam. Its strategic alliance with leading global technology providers support customers across industries such as Financial Services, Oil & Gas, Automotive, Manufacturing & Distribution, and Architecture, Engineering & Construction (AEC).

Hitachi Systems Digital Services (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Hitachi Systems Digital Services specialized in system integration services for the various building blocks for a digital economy. In addition, we also provide comprehensive managed services and security operational services to ensure digital data integrity and security.

Our commitment and competency, combined with our strong alliance with major technology vendors, will ensure that we consistently deliver to meet our clients’ business expectation. With our presence in South East Asia, we continue to be the advocate of technological innovations and deliver the best to all our customers with the utmost integrity.
Hitachi Systems Network Technologies Pte. Ltd.
150 Kampong Ampat
#04-02A KA Centre
Singapore 368324
enquiry@hitachi-systems-di.com
www.hitachi-systems-di.com

The company is a subsidiary of Hitachi Sunway Information Systems, specializing in delivering a complete suite of services around the Life Cycle of IT Assets in an organization. Our services offering includes Infrastructure Analysis and Design, Installation and Configuration, Migration Services, Maintenance Services and Managed Services - which encompass Networking, Security, Systems and Storage and End User Computing. Our commitment and competency, combined with our strong alliance with major technology vendors, will ensure that we consistently deliver to suit our clients' IT operation needs. With our presence in South East Asia, we continue to be the advocate of technological innovations and deliver the best to all our customers with the utmost integrity.

Hitachi T&D Systems Asia Pte. Ltd.
7 Tampines Grande,
#03-02 Hitachi Square,
Singapore 528736
T: +65 6220 1788
F: +65 6220 1722
enquiry@hitachi-t-d-systems-asia.com
www.hitachi-t-d-systems-asia.com

Hitachi T&D Systems Asia is committed to provide customers with optimal solution for power systems through total coordination of our sales, engineering, procurement, installation, commissioning and field service network. In the specialized field of power transmission and distribution, the company develops, manufactures, installs and services a wide range of high quality electrical equipment such as high voltage power transformers, power circuit breakers, Gas Insulated Switchgears (GIS) and more.
Data is your greatest asset, if you know how to use it. The key to new revenue streams, better customer experiences, and lower costs of doing business is there in your data, waiting to be discovered. It reveals your path to innovation and new ways for you and the world to work. Hitachi Vantara Pte. Ltd. elevates your innovation advantage by merging operational and informational experience to offer you a data partner with unprecedented range and depth in data management. We are analytics, industrial expertise, technology and outcomes rolled into one great solution provider. We listen. We understand. We work with you.

Fiamm Asia Pacific Pte Ltd is the sales HQ in the Asia Pacific region of FIAMM ENERGY TECHNOLOGY S.p.A., a joint venture between FIAMM S.p.A. and Hitachi Chemical of Japan.

FIAMM S.p.A. was founded in Vicenza, Italy in 1942 by the Dolcetta family to manufacture batteries for small three-wheeled vehicles, and over more than seventy years’ history has grown to become a global player in battery and energy storage devices and solutions. In 2017 Hitachi Chemical acquired a controlling stake in the newly incorporated joint venture FIAMM ENERGY TECHNOLOGY S.p.A., with the medium/long term goal of sharing technological know-how and expertise to increase its presence in the energy storage market, which is witnessing unparalleled growth worldwide.
SullAir Asia Pte Ltd
30, Pioneer Crescent, #10-15, West Park BizCentral, Singapore 628560
T: +65 6305 7445
F: +65 6305 7414
http://www.sullair-asia.com

Sullair is a major manufacturer of portable and stationary rotary screw air compressors designed for commercial and industrial use. Founded in 1965 in the town of Michigan City, Indiana U.S.A., Sullair has manufacturing facilities in Michigan City, Shenzhen and Suzhou that distribute and service air compressor packages and systems worldwide. Sullair Asia Pte Ltd was incorporated in 1977 and has since served customers in South East Asia and other Asian countries, providing sales and aftermarket support to distributors.
Hitachi Group of Companies in Thailand

**Ayutthaya**
1. Hitachi Compressor (Thailand), Ltd.
2. Hitachi Metals (Thailand) Ltd.

**Bangkok**
1. Hitachi Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
2. Hitachi Chemical Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
3. Hitachi Construction Machinery (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
4. Hitachi Consulting (Thailand) Ltd.
5. Hitachi eBworx (Indo-China) Co., Ltd.
6. Hitachi Elevator (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
7. Hitachi High-Technologies (Thailand) Ltd.
9. Hitachi Sales (Thailand), Ltd.
10. Hitachi Solutions (Thailand) Ltd.
11. Hitachi Sunway Information Systems (Thailand), Ltd.
12. Hitachi Terminal Solutions (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
13. Hitachi Vantara Pte. Ltd.

**Chachoengsao**
1. Hitachi Automotive Systems Asia, Ltd.
2. Thai Hitachi Enamel Wire Co., Ltd.

**Chonburi**
1. Hitachi Automotive Systems Chonburi, Ltd.
2. Siam-Hitachi Elevator Co., Ltd.

**Nakhon Ratchasima**
1. Hitachi Automotive Systems Korat, Ltd.

**Prachinburi**
1. Hitachi Consumer Products (Thailand), Ltd.
2. Hitachi Industrial Technology (Thailand), Ltd.

**Rayong**
1. Hitachi Chemical Automotive Products (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

**Saraburi**
1. SHCM Service Co., Ltd.

**Samut Prakan**
1. Hitachi Chemical Storage Battery (Thailand) Public Company Limited

**Singburi**
1. HBC Telecom Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Group in Thailand

Hitachi Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
12th Floor, Ramaland Bldg.,
No.952, Rama IV Road,
Suriyawongse, Bangrak,
Bangkok 10500, Thailand

Incorporated in 1992, Hitachi Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (HAS-TH) provides expert solutions in meeting the needs of customers in Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. HAS-TH markets a wide range of products and services for various industry sectors ranging from Power and Infrastructure Systems, Information and Telecommunication Systems to International Procurement services. We provide support to over 16,000 employees across more than 40 subsidiary companies in Thailand, and are committed to contribute to the community as a responsible corporate citizen.

Hitachi Automotive Systems Asia, Ltd.

Head office
Gateway City
Industrial Estate 186 Moo 7,
Tambol Huasamrong,
Amphur Plangyao,
Chachoengsao 24190

T: +66 3 857 5212~4
F: +66 3 857 5215
surat.j@hitachi-automotive.co.th

Sales office
Central City Tower,
31st FL., Rm 589/161B,
1 Bangna-Trad Road, Bangna,
Bangkok 10260

T: +66 2 399 1418

Established in 1995, Hitachi Automotive Systems Asia, Ltd. specialises in producing parts for Engine Management Systems and Drive Control Systems. Some products supplied to car makers include the piston, air flow sensor, engine control unit, power steering plant and gear. We aim to create high quality parts for the automobile industry and enhance our reputation as a world class provider.
Hitachi Group in Thailand

**Hitachi Automotive Systems Chonburi, Ltd.**
700/357 Moo 6, T: +66 3 821 4390~394
Amata Nakorn Industrial Park, F: +66 3 821 4395
Bangna-Trad Rd.,
Km 57, Don Hua Roh,
Amphur Muang Chonburi 20000
p-thawatchai@hitachi-automotive-tc.co.th

Hitachi Automotive Systems Chonburi, Ltd. was established on 20th December 1994 as a joint venture company between Hitachi, Ltd. and Siam Auto Parts Co., Ltd. Our businesses include the manufacturing of high quality automotive parts with advanced technology from Japan. We also provide products to both domestic and international companies such as Isuzu, Nissan and General Motors. The high quality products we provide include the Electric Throttle Body, Alternator, Starter and Vacuum Pump. We aim to create value through the development of raw material technology such as die casting.

**Hitachi Automotive Systems Korat, Ltd.**
398 Moo 6, Nongraweng District, T: +66 4 421 2050
Amphur Muang Nakornratchasima, F: +66 2 744 3130
Nakornratchasima 30000
wimonwan-m@hitachi-automotive-tk.co.th

Hitachi Automotive Systems Korat, Ltd. is a leading company for Suspension and Brake Systems. The company provides a wide range of products, such as OEM, OES and After Market. We have developed our company towards establishing a brand of quality, and are now one of the top ten global players for automotive products.

**Hitachi Chemical Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**
1/1, 1/3 Moo 22 Suvintawong Road, T: +66 3 859 3023~7
Saladang, Sub-district, Bangnumprieo, F: +66 3 859 3022
Chachoengsao 24000 vijarn@hitachi-pm.co.th

Hitachi Chemical Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd. was established on 10th December 2010. The company manufactures Powdered Metal Products for automobile, motorcycle and various industrial machinery. We provide our services to customers in Thailand as well as clients across the globe. Our second factory started operations in the Gateway Industrial estate and have since commenced production to increase our sales volume.
**Hitachi Chemical Automotive Products (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**

Siam Eastern Industrial Park, 60/11 Moo 3 Tambol Mabyangporn, Amphur Pluakdaeng Rayong 21140

Hitachi Chemical group has developed and supplied creative materials in response to the various needs and challenges of society. Our businesses include the manufacturing, sales and marketing of automotive plastic molded products. Binding all the strengths of our group, we will create new innovations in the global market, which is undergoing radical change everyday.

**Hitachi Chemical Storage Battery (Thailand) Public Company Limited**

387 Moo 4, Soi Patana 3, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praekasa, Muang District, Samutprakarn 10280, Thailand

Hitachi Chemical Storage Battery (Thailand) Public Company Limited, was established in 1986, and registered as Public Company on the Stock Exchange of Thailand. HCSB is an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of automotive car batteries and specialises in the maintenance of such batteries in the repair market. HCSB manufactures a wide range of batteries suitable for motorcycles, traction batteries for electric fork lifts as well as batteries for a range of other applications. HCSB is actively seeking out new markets domestically and abroad, reinforcing the market’s trust in HCSB’s product performance.
Hitachi Compressor (Thailand), Ltd. was established in September 1993 at Rojana Industrial Park, Ayutthaya. Our business focuses on the manufacturing and selling of compressors for home and commercial refrigerators. These high quality & high performance products are designed to ensure the satisfaction of all our customers. We also export widely to domestic markets in Thailand and other regions such as Southeast Asia and Japan.

Hitachi Construction Machinery (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. which provides construction machine and sales of parts. These include excavators, wheel loaders, bulldozers, backhoe loaders and motor graders.

Hitachi Consulting (Thailand) Ltd. was founded in 2009 and acquired by Hitachi Consulting in October 2014. Hitachi Consulting (Thailand) Ltd. is a specialised service provider for enterprise applications, business intelligence and analytics, enterprise content and integration, as well as managed services. We offer a unique blend of a start-up’s agility and mature technical capability to our clients and have helped Fortune 1000 global clients through the effective use of technology.
Hitachi Consumer Products (Thailand), Ltd.
Head office
610/1 Moo 9, Tambol Nongki,
Amphur Kabinburi,
Prachinburi 25110
T: +66 3 728 4000
F: +66 3 728 4174
hcpt.ha-secretary.bx@hitachi.com

Bangkok office
591 Sukhumvit UBC2 Tower Building,
Sukhumvit 33 Road, Wattana,
Klongton Nua, Bangkok 10110
T: +66 2 258 5256/7

Hitachi Consumer Products (Thailand), Ltd. engages in the manufacturing and sales of home appliances.

Hitachi eBworx (Indo-China) Co., Ltd.
2 Ploenchit Center
Ground Floor, Unit 1
Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoey,
Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110, Thailand
T: +66 2 305 6601~3
narongrit@hitachi-ebworx.com

Hitachi eBworx (Indo-China) Co., Ltd. was established in year 2007 as a local business entity, serving to support our Thailand customers in the implementation and post-implementation operations of Hitachi eBworx’s banking software solutions. In recent years, Hitachi eBworx (Indo-China) also serves as a technical resource hub for Hitachi eBworx’s various software R&D initiatives.

Hitachi Elevator (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Head Office
30 Soi On-Nuch
55/1 Praves Subdistrict,
Praves District, Bangkok 10250
T: +66 2 320 5777
F: +66 2 320 5859-60
sales@siamhitachi.com

Hitachi Elevator (Thailand) is the sales, installation and maintenance arm of Hitachi Elevators and Escalators. We oversee these processes within the domestic market and across neighbouring countries.
Hitachi High-Technologies (Thailand) Ltd.
7th Floor, Thaniya Bldg.,
62 Silom Road Bangkok 10500
T: +66 2 237 4538/39
F: +66 2 267 6548
yada.s.yj@hitachi-hightech.com

Hitachi High-Technologies (Thailand) Ltd. is actively engaged in various business activities. We engage in a wide range of commodities, develop new businesses, provide value-added services, coordinate industrial projects through our worldwide business networks and collaborate with professional strategic partners in these areas.

Hitachi Industrial Technology (Thailand), Ltd.
610 Moo 9, Kabinburi-Korat Rd.
(K.M.12), Tambol Nongi,
Amphur Kabinburi, Prachinburi 25110
T: +66 3 720 4276~81
F: +66 3 720 4283
smaneerat@hitt.hitachi-asia.com

Hitachi Industrial Technology (Thailand), Ltd. was established in 1989. We produce induction motors - the first product of Hitachi, and specialise in the production of industrial equipment such as motors, vortex blowers, motor gears, magnetic contractors, thermal over load relay and fuse free breakers. These products are of high quality and comply with international safety standards.

Hitachi Metals (Thailand) Ltd.
1/60 Moo 5,
Rojana Industrial Park,
Khanharm,
Utai Pra Nakorn Sri,
Ayutthaya 13210
T: +66 3 533 0588~94
F: +66 3 533 0395
kornpaka@hmt.hitachi-metal.com

Hitachi Metals (Thailand) Ltd. was established in March 1991. Our business activities include the manufacturing of electronic parts, electronic devices, automotive parts and precision casting products (Automotive part, Equipment, etc). We also engage in the sales of Hitachi Metals group companies’ products and provide business support to these companies, such as procurement, technical advice and manpower support.
Hitachi Group in Thailand

**Hitachi Plant Technologies (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**
1201, 12F BB Building, 1201, 12F BB Building,
54 Sukhumvit 21 Rd, 54 Sukhumvit 21 Rd,
Klongtoey-Nua, Wattana, Klongtoey-Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok 10110 Bangkok 10110

Hitachi Plant Technologies (Thailand) Co., Ltd. engages in Factory Construction, which includes air-conditioning, electrical, sanitary, fire fighting system, clean room and chemical plant steel plant. We also specialize in the designing, building and maintenance services of water treatment system, manufacturing of compressors, as well as installation of pumps.

**Hitachi Sales (Thailand), Ltd.**
333,333/1-8 Moo 13 T: +66 2 335 5455
Bangna-Trad Road km.7, 333,333/1-8 Moo 13 T: +66 2 335 5455
Bangkaew, Bangplee, F: +66 2 391 0210/0021
Samuthprakarn 10540 mathurot.u@hst.hitachi.co.th

Hitachi Sales (Thailand) Co., Ltd. started as a simple 8-man operation on 5th November 1968 and has now become an operation with over 140 employees. The demand of the Thai market with high quality products, Hitachi is widely accepted in Thailand for its manufacturing standard for audio and visual products as well as other electric appliances. We, at Hitachi Sales (Thailand), are very proud that our high quality manufactured household products are to the lifestyles and routines of Thai people. We have been in this business for 50 years and will continue to do what we do best in manufacturing quality products that contribute to the betterment of the quality of life for Thai people.
**Hitachi Solutions (Thailand) Ltd.**
No. 518/5 Maneeya Center Building, 10th Floor, Ploenchit Road, Khwaeng Lumpini, Khet Pathumwan, Bangkok

Hitachi Solutions (Thailand), Ltd is Microsoft Dynamics Solutions Provider in Asia Pacific. Deliverable product is CRM, ERP, Ecommerce, Field Service Automation, Project Services Automation, and Business Intelligence with the power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 and the Microsoft Cloud.

**Hitachi Sunway Information Systems (Thailand), Ltd.**
252/21 Unit E.17th Floor, Muang Thai-Phatr a Office Tower 1, Rachadaphisek Road, Huaykwang Subdistrict, Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Hitachi Sunway Information Systems (Thailand) Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Sdn Bhd. The company’s vision is to be the one-stop ICT solutions and services provider in Southeast Asia - offering enterprise applications, engineering solutions, infrastructure and managed services, as well as data centre solutions.

**Hitachi Terminal Solutions (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**
13th Floor, Ramaland Bldg., No.952, Rama IV Road, Suriyawongse, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand

Hitachi Terminal Solutions (Thailand) Co., Ltd. was established on 27th July 2015 as the local ATM sales and service subsidiary company of Hitachi-Omron Terminal Solutions, Corp. which is the leading company for cash deposit and recycling ATM in the market. Our ATM, which has a high market share in the Thai market, provides high handling technology in the identification of banknote features, and comprises transportation technology for the banknote.
Hitachi Group in Thailand

Hitachi Vantara Pte. Ltd.
Athenee Tower, 23rd Floor, T: +66 2 126 8176
63 Wireless Road, Lumpini, https://www.hitachivantara.com
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330

Data is your greatest asset, if you know how to use it. The key to new revenue streams, better customer experiences, and lower costs of doing business is there in your data, waiting to be discovered. It reveals your path to innovation and new ways for you and the world to work. Hitachi Vantara elevates your innovation advantage by merging operational and informational experience to offer you a data partner with unprecedented range and depth in data management. We are analytics, industrial expertise, technology and outcomes rolled into one great solution provider. We listen. We understand. We work with you.

Siam-Hitachi Elevator Co., Ltd.
Factory
700/899 Moo 3, T: +66 38 212 310-32
Amanakorn Industrial Estate, F: +66 38 212 338-39
Nongkakha, Panthong,
Chonburi 20160

Sales Office
30 Soi On-Nuch 55/1 Praves T: +66 2 320 5777
Subdistrict, Praves District, F: +66 2 320 5859-60
Bangkok 10250 admfac@siamhitachi.com

Siam-Hitachi Elevator Co., Ltd. is a global manufacturing base for Hitachi Elevators. We supply products as well as facilitate the installation and maintenance of Hitachi Elevators and Escalators for the domestic market and across neighbouring countries.
Thai Hitachi Enamel Wire Co., Ltd.

Factory
171 Moo 12, Bangna-Trad Road Km.43, Tambol Bangwua, Amphur Bangpakong, Chachoengsao 24180, Thailand
T: +66 038 830 4908, +66 038 532 0715
F: +66 038 532 079

Sales Office
3rd Floor, Bangkok Cable Building
187/1 Rajdamri Road,
Lumpinee, Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330
T: +66 02 651 9146~9
F: +66 02 651 9150
sales@theco.co.th

Thai Hitachi Enamel Wire Co., Ltd. was established on 18th July 1980. We specialise in the production and supply of enamelled copper wire and bare copper wire. Thai Hitachi Enamel Wire Co., Ltd. is committed to customer satisfaction and we strive to meet your specifications and requirements.

HBC Telecom Co., Ltd.

Bangkok Office
187/1 Ratchadamri Road,
Lumpinee, Pathumwan,
Bangkok 10330, Thailand
T: +66 0-2650-5002~3
F: +66 0-2651-9261

Singburi Plant
47 Moo 3, Tambol Namtal,
Amphur Inburl,
Singburi 16110, Thailand
T: +66 0-3681-2664~8
F: +66 0-3681-2669~70
www.hbct.co.th

Its predecessor, Hitachi Bangkok Cable Co., Ltd. was established on 1st September 1982. The company name was changed to HBC Telecom Co., Ltd. on 1st October 2010. We specialise in the production and supply of Optical Fibre Communication Cable, which is a key contributor to the continual progress of the information society.
SHCM Service Co., Ltd.
1858/79, 1858/81-82,
17th Floor, Interling Tower,
Bangna-Trad, Bangna,
Bangkok, 10260

T: +66 2 325 1011~26
F: +66 2 325 1030/1
aporn.u@hcmt.co.th

SHCM Services Co., Ltd. was established to provide customer service and support for the repair, maintenance and technical training of Hitachi and John Deere construction machineries.

Stone Apple Technologies Co., Ltd.
1604, Q.House Lumpini Building,
1 South Sathorn Road,
Thungmahamek, 10120 Bangkok,
Thailand

T: +66 2677 7491
F: +66 2677 7490

Founded in 2009 and acquired by Hitachi Consulting in October 2014, Stone Apple is a specialized service provider for Enterprise Applications, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Enterprise Content & Integration and Managed Services. We offer a unique blend of a start-up’s agility and mature technical capability to our clients and have helped Fortune1000 global clients achieve their business goals through effective use of technology.
Hitachi Group of Companies in Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur
1. Hitachi Asia (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (234255-X)
3. Hitachi Elevator Engineering (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (38677-D)
6. Hitachi Rail STS Malaysia Sdn Bhd. (511848-D)

Johor
1. Hitachi Cable (Johor) Sdn. Bhd. (190213-K)
3. Hitachi eBworx Sdn. Bhd. (521609-T)
5. Hitachi Industrial Equipment (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (534288-P)

Selangor
1. Hitachi Chemical (Selangor) Sdn. Bhd. (177726-A)

Penang
1. Hitachi Chemical (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (180946-V)
3. Hitachi Sunway Data Centre Services Sdn. Bhd. (463947-A)
5. Hokenso Sdn. Bhd. (1090209-P)
**Hitachi Asia (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (234255-X)**

Suite 17.3, Level 17, Menara IMC, (Letter Box No.5), No.8, Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur

T: +60 3 2031 8751  
F: +60 3 2713 2855  
www.hitachi.com.my

Hitachi Asia (M) Sdn Bhd carries a diverse range of business products, solutions and services. These include Information Technology Solutions, Power Systems, Social Infrastructure and Industrial Systems, Electronic Systems etc.

---

**Hitachi Cable (Johor) Sdn. Bhd. (190213-K)**

Plot 40, Kawasan Perindustrian Senai, 81400 Senai, Johor

T: +60 7 599 4350/1  
F: +60 7 598 1300

Hitachi Cable (Johor) Sdn Bhd was established in 1989. Since then we have expanded our business domains, including electronic and automotive products. These products consist of wires & cables that support power supply and transmission of electric signals.

Hitachi Cable (Johor) Sdn Bhd continue to develop a comprehensive range of products and services to transmit energy and information more quickly, safely & efficiently and has provide them to various fields of business in order to support customers throughout the world and contribute to the society.
The foundation of Hitachi Chemical’s business is formed by its wide range of fundamental technologies, including material, process, and evaluation technologies. These technologies have been adapted from those used to create insulating varnishes, laminates, insulators, carbon brushes, and other products that can be considered the roots of Hitachi Chemical’s operations. Our company specializes in the manufacturing of Photosensitive Dry Film and Insulating Varnish.

Hitachi Chemical (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (180946-V)
Plot 501, Prai Industrial Estate, 13600 Prai, Penang
T: +60 4 390 3977
F: +60 4 390 3990

The foundation of Hitachi Chemical’s business is formed by its wide range of fundamental technologies, including material, process, and evaluation technologies. These technologies have been adapted from those used to create insulating varnishes, laminates, insulators, carbon brushes, and other products that can be considered the roots of Hitachi Chemical’s operations. Our company specializes in the manufacturing and sales of Epoxy Moulding Compound and Die Bonding Paste.
Hitachi Chemical (Selangor) Sdn. Bhd. (177726-A)  
No. 2 Persiarian Budiman,  
Seksyen 23, 40300 Shah Alam  
Selangor  
The foundation of Hitachi Chemical's business is formed by its wide range of fundamental technologies, including material, process, and evaluation technologies. These technologies have been adapted from those used to create insulating varnishes, laminates, insulators, carbon brushes, and other products that can be considered the roots of Hitachi Chemical's operations. Our company specializes in the manufacturing of Epoxy Encapsulating Moulding Compound.

Hitachi Construction Machinery (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (87744-W)  
Lot 7, Jalan SS13/2,  
Subang Jaya Industrial Estate,  
47500 Subang Jaya,  
Selangor  
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (HCMM) is a leading distributor of heavy construction machinery in Malaysia, Brunei, and Singapore. HCMM offers global expertise and best practices in all the regional and local market it has presence in.

Hitachi Consulting Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. (87764-P)  
(Previously known as Stone Apple Solutions Sdn. Bhd.)  
Suite 21-05 & 21-07, Level 21 G Tower,  
199 Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  
T: +60 3 2096 9663  
F: +60 3 2096 9797  
www.hitachiconsulting.com  
Hitachi Consulting is a leading global professional services company working in dozens of countries and languages around the world. Hitachi Consulting engages with clients to solve complex business challenges with innovative and integrated solutions across industries in the spirit of our parent, Hitachi, Ltd., a global leader in technology and social innovation for the past 100 years. Hitachi Consulting is a business integrator for the IoT era and a catalyst for accelerating digital transformation with scalable and secure solutions. We help organizations innovate faster, maximize operational efficiency and realize measurable, sustainable business results with insight and agility.
Hitachi eBworx Sdn. Bhd. (521609-T)
Level 3A Block B, T: +60 3 7956 9822
Axis Business Park, F: +60 3 7957 2661
No.10 Jalan Bersatu 13/4, www.hitachi-ebworx.com
46200 Petaling Jaya, 46200 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Hitachi eBworx Group is a leading regional consulting and technology solutions firm, focused in delivering high performance solutions to the banking and insurance industry. Beginning in 1998 with a vision to be a leading global financial solutions provider, Hitachi eBworx is today present in 5 countries with over 700 staff.

Through its regional offices, Hitachi eBworx delivers innovative and high performance solutions. Our Transaction Banking (Cash and Trade Finance), integrated suite of Credit Management (Loans Origination and Collection & Recovery), Retail Touchpoint (Retail Internet and Mobile Banking), and Digital Insurance (Unified Internet Portal and Mobile Point-of-Sales) solutions provide the best of breed solutions to our clients.

Hitachi Electronic Products (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (177932-K)
Lot 12, Jalan Kemajuan, T: +603 8925 9230
Bangi Industrial Estate, F: +603 8925 0233
43650 Bandar Baru Bangi, hepm.sales.pz@hitachi.com
Selangor www.hepm.hitachi.com.my

Hitachi Electronic Products (M) Sdn. Bhd. (HEPM) was established at Bandar Baru Bangi, Selangor on 18 January 1989, as part of Hitachi, Ltd.’s expansion into Malaysia’s dynamic electronics industry. Following that, HEPM became a subsidiary company of Hitachi-LG Data Storage, Inc. (HLDS) on 1 March 2013. Our company is a manufacturer of Optical Disc Drive (ODD) Assemblies, Printed Circuit Board Assemblies (PCBA) and Time of Flight (TOF) Assemblies.

Through cutting-edge technology innovation, leadership and partnership, HEPM provides optical technology solutions to businesses and people around the world and meets the diverse needs of our customers.
Hitachi Elevator Engineering (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (38677-D)

Suite 1216, Level 12, Plaza Pengkalan, Jalan Tiong, 3rd Mile, Off Jalan Ipoh, 51100 Kuala Lumpur

T: +60 3 4043 2166
F: +60 3 4043 4973
www.hea.hitachi.com.sg

Hitachi Elevator Engineering (M) Sdn Bhd is established as an overseas service base for supply, installation, testing, commissioning and maintenance of Hitachi Elevators and Escalators in Malaysia.

Hitachi High-Technologies IPC (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (455096-K)

Letter Box No. 183, 29th Floor, UBN Tower, No. 10, Jalan P. Ramlee, 50250 Kuala Lumpur

T: +6 03 2078 8800 (Sales)/ +6 03 2026 7355 (Admin)
F: +6 03 2078 6968 (Sales)/ +6 03 2034 2811 (Admin)
www.hitachi-hightech.com/my/

Over the years, Hitachi High-Technologies IPC has grown to be the market leader in providing leading-edge electronics related products, be it industrial materials, components or finished products. We endeavour to enhance our customers’ growth and would continue to do so by strengthening our presence in the competitive and ever changing environment. We are always at the forefront to assist our customers through product innovation, speed on delivery, value-added services and breaching boundaries through our worldwide networks.
Hitachi Industrial Equipment (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (534288-P)
Lot 6498, Batu 5 3/4, Lorong Haji Abdul Manan, 42100 Klang, Selangor
T: +60 3 3290 2323  F: +60 3 3290 7570

Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems integrates all divisions from sales to maintenance & service, as well as research & development and manufacturing. The corporate concept of Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems is to contribute to sustaining the environment. We specialize in the manufacturing and assembly of Air Compressors such as Oil flooded, Oil Free Piston and Scroll type for ASEAN countries, Middle East, Australia and New Zealand. And also started selling Inverters, Motors, Hoists and Switches in Malaysia from 2016.

Hitachi International Treasury (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (625795-K)
Suite 17.3, Level 17, Menara IMC, (Letter Box No.5), No.8, Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur
T: +60 3 2031 8751  F: +60 3 2713 6392

Hitachi International Treasury (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (HITM) is part of Hitachi’s Asia Region treasury centre organisation, providing finance and treasury services to Hitachi group of companies in Malaysia. These services provided by HITM include Group Finance (Group Loan, Fund Placement and AR Factoring), Cash Management (Cash Pooling and Netting) and Risk Management (Foreign Exchange Transaction).
Hitachi Rail STS Malaysia Sdn Bhd (511848-D)
Level 10, Plaza Pengkalan,  T: +60 3 4145 8000
3rd Mile, Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah  F: +60 3 4045 8990
(Jalan Ipoh) 51200  http://sts.hitachirail.com/en
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Hitachi Rail STS Malaysia Sdn Bhd is an international leader with a global presence in signalling and the implementation of integrated transport systems for Freight, Passenger Railways and Mass Transit. We design, manufacture and implement signalling systems for the management and control of freight and passenger traffic on mainline railways as well as metros. We design, develop and plan the work needed to provide the latest technology for your railway or metro system.

Hitachi Sales (Malaysia) Sdn Berhad (11543-V)
Lot 12, Jalan Kemajuan,  T: +60 3 8911 2600
Bangi Industrial Estate,  F: +60 3 8926 3013
Selangor

Hitachi Sales (Malaysia) Sdn Berhad is the marketing arm of Hitachi consumer electronic products such as electrical home appliances. The company was established in 1972 with one sales office in Petaling Jaya, Selangor. As at 31 March 2014, the company now operates five main services centres in Penang, Ipoh, Kuantan, Johore and Kuching. The company services hub has several service points all over the country named as Hitachi Authorized Service Shop (HASS) and Hitachi Authorized Service Agent (HASA). Since its establishment, the same philosophy has been carried on to ensure "customer satisfaction" Initially, without any local based factory, the company could only market products manufactured mainly in Japan. In 1989, with the establishment of its related party Hitachi Air Conditioner Products (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd in Bangi, Selangor, the company is now able to provide locally manufactured goods as well as imported goods from Japan and Thailand.
Hitachi Sunway is a leading ICT Services Integrator in ASEAN specializing in implementing, supporting and providing consultancy for ERP & PLM solutions; managing and supporting IT infrastructures; Cloud-enabling IT platforms, including the Cyber Security elements in our fully compliant and secured data centres. Our portfolio is aimed at helping clients to embrace the acceleration in digitalization that are transforming businesses. Hitachi Sunway has a proven track record of serving more than 1,000 clients in the region across various business verticals. Hitachi Sunway currently operate in 15 locations across 5 countries (Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam) and will be expanding our operations to Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos. For more information, visit www.hitachi-sunway-is.com
Hitachi Systems Digital Services (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. (634918-U)
(previously known as Hitachi Sunway Network Solutions Sdn Bhd)

Hitachi Systems Digital Services, a subsidiary of Hitachi Systems in Japan specialized in delivering a complete suite of services around the Life Cycle of IT Assets in an organization. Our service offerings include Infrastructure Analysis and Design, Installation and Configuration, Migration Services, Maintenance Services and Managed Services - which encompass Networking, Security, Systems, Storage and End User Computing. Our commitment and competency, combined with our strong alliance with major technology vendors, will ensure that we consistently deliver to suit our clients’ IT operation needs. With our presence in ASEAN, we continue to be the advocate of technological innovations and deliver the best to all our customers with utmost integrity.

Hitachi Vantara Sdn. Bhd. (505337-D)
B-10-1, Level 10, Tower B Menara UOA Bangsar No.5 Jalan Bangsar Utama 1, 59000 Kuala Lumpur
T: +603 2303 3000  F: +603 2300 1100
www.hitachivantara.com

Data is your greatest asset, if you know how to use it. The key to new revenue streams, better customer experiences, and lower costs of doing business is there in your data, waiting to be discovered. It reveals your path to innovation and new ways for you and the world to work. Hitachi Vantara elevates your innovation advantage by merging operational and informational experience to offer you a data partner with unprecedented range and depth in data management. We are analytics, industrial expertise, technology and outcomes rolled into one great solution provider. We listen. We understand. We work with you.
Hokenso Sdn. Bhd. (1090209-P) (A Subsidiary of Hitachi eBworx)

T: +60 3 7941 2188
F: +60 3 7941 2166

Unit TA-9-2, Level 9, Tower A, Plaza33, No.1, Jalan Kemajuan, Seksyen 13, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Hokenso, a subsidiary of Hitachi eBworx, was established (since Sept 2014) to venture into the insurance market, leveraging on Hitachi eBworx’s vast and successful experience in banking systems implementations. With the vision to become Asia’s leading Insurance Solutions provider, we provide solutions to mega insurance companies in Singapore and Malaysia. Two main solutions are Unified Internet Portal (UIP), a consolidated enterprise platform, an internet portal to engage and service multiple stakeholders and Mobile Point-of-Sales (MPOS), an application running on an agent’s tablet to help the agent to perform end-to-end sales.

MHPT Engineering Sdn. Bhd. (841047-K)

T: +60 3 2163 5651
F: +60 3 2163 5652

Lot 2.5.2, Level 2, PNB Darby Park No 10, Jalan Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur

MHPT has many proven track records of 30 years in Malaysia, and provides a wide range of design, engineering, construction & maintenance services for mechanical and electrical work, renovation work, energy saving system, security system, and digital solutions. Certified with the CIDB G-7 (Malaysia) accreditation, our field of expertise has covered various iconic commercial building, shopping mall, mixed development, green building, industrial factory and clean room.
Headquartered in Singapore and with a presence in 9 countries globally, Stone Apple is a specialized consulting firm focused mainly on Business Intelligence & Analytics, Enterprise Resource Planning, Knowledge Management & Application Integration and is equipped with a strong product portfolio for analytical applications, proprietary industry solutions and strong services capability. Stone Apple provides customized solutions to meet the changing needs of enterprises globally. From leading industry methodologies to in-house proven models, we collaborate with our customers to deliver tangible business results that impact their bottom line.
Hitachi Group of Companies in Indonesia

**Jakarta**
1. PT. Hitachi Asia Indonesia
2. PT. Hitachi Consulting Indonesia
3. PT. Hitachi eBworx Indonesia
4. PT. Hitachi High-Technologies Indonesia
5. PT. Hitachi Modern Sales Indonesia
6. PT. Hitachi Plant Technologies Indonesia
7. PT. Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Indonesia
8. PT. Hitachi Terminal Solutions Indonesia
9. Hitachi, Ltd. Representative Office of Indonesia
11. PT. Hexindo Adiperkasa Tbk

**Bekasi**
1. PT. Hitachi Automotive Systems Indonesia
2. PT. Hitachi Power Systems Indonesia
3. PT. Hitachi Construction Machinery Indonesia

**Cilegon**
1. PT. Hitachi Metals Indonesia

**Karawang**
1. PT. Hitachi Chemical Indonesia
PT. Hitachi Asia Indonesia started its operation in October 2013 to further expand and strengthen Hitachi’s operations in Indonesia. Our business includes power transmission & distribution systems and equipment, industrial components & equipment systems, infrastructure systems, IT systems and products, data center service and medical diagnostic imaging systems. We also specialize in the marketing of automotive systems.

PT. Hitachi Chemical Indonesia was established since January 2002. We engage in the manufacturing and sales of powdered metal products. Our main products include valve guide, machine parts and the VCT parts which we have began its production in Indonesia.

PT. Hitachi Automotive Systems Indonesia is aiding in the expansion of its automotive components and systems business globally. With a specific focus in Indonesia, which has the largest automobile market in ASEAN, the company has been accelerating its business strategy of local production for local consumption to provide its worldwide customers with a prompt response to their needs.

Hitachi Construction Machinery is committed to deliver high quality products at competitive prices and on-schedule delivery to meet the expectation of our customers and fulfill their satisfaction. We are the manufacturer of excavators and specialize in the engineering products and heavy equipments.
**PT. Hitachi Consulting Indonesia**
APL Tower, Lantai 9 Suite 7B, T: +62 21 2358 4521
Jl. Letjend. S. Parman Kav. 28, F: +62 21 2986 6006
Kec. Grogol Petamburan, contact.id@hitachiconsulting.com
Jakarta Barat 11470

PT. Hitachi Consulting Indonesia, a subsidiary of Hitachi Consulting Singapore Pte Ltd, is a specialized service provider for Enterprise Applications, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Enterprise Content & integration and Managed Services. The company offers a unique blend of mature technical capability and a start up’s agility which has helped Fortune 1000 global clients achieve their business goals.

**PT. Hitachi High-Technologies Indonesia**
Unit No 315B, 15th Floor, T: +62 21 2903 9250
Sentral Senayan III, Jalan Asia Afrika, F: +62 21 2903 9253
No.8, Gelora Bung Karno-Senayan, Jakarta Pusat 10270, Indonesia

Hitachi High-Technologies is the leading-edge technology specialist that develops our business globally in four key areas: Electronic Device Systems, Life Science, Information Systems & Electronic Components and Advanced Industrial Products. We devote ourselves to developing new products and businesses worldwide by leveraging on our unique advanced technologies in these business segments. This is to meet the sophisticated technological needs of our customers in this age of constant transformation.

At the same time, we offer optimal solutions that take full advantage of our trading company functions. Our customers can benefit from our global organisation by leveraging on our wide network.

**PT. Hitachi eBworx Indonesia**
Dipo Tower Level 10, T: +62 21 2986 6006
Dipo Business Center, F: +62 21 2986 6005
Jl. Jend. Gatot Subroto
Kav. 51-52, Jakarta 10260, contact@hitachi-ebworx.com
Indonesia www.hitachi-ebworx.com

Hitachi eBworx Group is a leading international consulting and technology solutions firm specializing in the banking sector. Through our regional offices, we deliver innovative and high-performance solutions. Our integrated suite of credit management (loans origination and collection & recovery), touchpoint solutions (transaction, internet and mobile banking) and trade finance provides the best solutions to our clients.
**PT. Hitachi Metals Indonesia**
Jl. Eropa III, Kav. N2, Kawasan Industri KIEC Cilegon 42435, Banten
T: +62 25 439 3100  
F: +62 25 431 1304

PT. Hitachi Metals Indonesia is a fully-owned subsidiary of Hitachi Metals Ltd. in Japan. We are a ferrite magnet manufacturer company.

**PT. Hitachi Modern Sales Indonesia**
Rich Palace Blok D1 & D2 Jl. Meruya Ilir Raya No. 36 - 40 Kembangan Jakarta Barat Indonesia
T: +62 21 5891 0088  
F: +62 21 5891 0099  
www.hmsi-hitachi.co.id

PT. Hitachi Modern Sales Indonesia is the affiliate of Hitachi Consumer Marketing Japan, and engages in the sales and distribution activities. We also act as a service centre for home appliances customers throughout Indonesia. Our company specializes in producing high-quality products such as refrigerators, washing machines, water pumps, vacuum cleaners, rice cookers, air purifiers and beauty products.

**PT. Hitachi Plant Technologies Indonesia**
12th Floor, RDTX Tower Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio, Mega Kuningan, Jakarta 12950 Indonesia
T: +62 21 5799 2201  
F: +62 21 5799 2203

PT. Hitachi Plant Technologies Indonesia is a member of the Hitachi Group. Harnessing its engineering capabilities, monozukuri (manufacturing) skills and project expertise, Hitachi Plant Technologies offers total solutions for social and industrial infrastructures.

The core businesses of our group comprise mainly Social Infrastructure Systems (pumps, compressors and water treatment systems), Industrial Systems (mechatronics, and chemical and pharmaceutical plants), Air Conditioning Systems (industrial and building facilities) and Energy Systems (nuclear and thermal power plants construction).
PT. Hitachi Power Systems Indonesia

EJIP Industrial Park Plot 8E
Lemahabang, Cikarang Selatan,
Bekasi 17550, Indonesia
Hendrawan@hitachipowersystems.co.id

PT. Hitachi Power Systems Indonesia specializes in the manufacturing and sales of high voltage SF6 Gas Circuit Breaker (GCB) and High Voltage SF6 Gas Insulated Switchgears (GIS) for transmission and distribution systems. These products are supplied to ASEAN Countries, especially Indonesia, Japan, Middle East, USA, and other countries and include after-sales services (installation and commissioning).

PT. Hitachi Terminal Solutions Indonesia

Menara BCA 39th floor, Suite 3903, Jl. MH. Thamrin no.1,
Jakarta Pusat 10310
www.hitachi-omron-ts.com

PT. Hitachi Terminal Solutions Indonesia is a Hitachi group company with a headquarter based in Japan. The company has been growing rapidly in the Cash Recycle ATM (CRM) industry and is specifically focusing on the sales, marketing, development, engineering, trading, and services of CRM and other products.

Hitachi, Ltd. Representative Office of Indonesia

12th Floor, RDTX Tower,
Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio, Mega Kuningan,
Jakarta 12950 Indonesia
T: +62 21 5799 2201
F: +62 21 5799 2203

Hitachi, Ltd. Representative Office of Indonesia focuses on a few core businesses, namely Environmental Systems, Industrial and Social Infrastructure Systems. Harnessing its engineering capabilities and project expertise, the company offers unique turn-key solutions for social and industrial infrastructure projects.

PT. Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Indonesia

Wisma Korindo, 4th Floor
Jl. MT. Haryono Kav.62,
Pancoran, Jakarta Selatan, 12780, Indonesia
www.hitachi-sunway-is.com
contact@hitachi-sunway-is.com

PT Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Indonesia is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Sdn Bhd. The company’s vision is to be the one-stop ICT solutions and services provider in Southeast Asia – offering Enterprise Applications, Engineering Solutions, Infrastructure & Managed Services, as well as Data Centre Solutions.

Hitachi, Ltd. Representative Office of Indonesia

12th Floor, RDTX Tower,
Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio, Mega Kuningan,
Jakarta 12950 Indonesia
T: +62 21 5799 2201
F: +62 21 5799 2203

Hitachi, Ltd. Representative Office of Indonesia focuses on a few core businesses, namely Environmental Systems, Industrial and Social Infrastructure Systems. Harnessing its engineering capabilities and project expertise, the company offers unique turn-key solutions for social and industrial infrastructure projects.
Hitachi Vantara Pte. Ltd.
Indonesia Representative Office
Menara Standard Chartered
19th Floor Zone F-G
Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio 164
Jakarta 12930 Indonesia
T: +62 21 2918 3734
F: +62 21 2918 3701
https://www.hitachivantara.com
vitri.sarasvitha@hitachivantara.com

PT. Hexindo Adiperkasa Tbk
Kawasan Industri Pulo Gadung
Jl. Pulo Kambing II Kav.I-II No.33,
Jakarta 13930 Indonesia
T: +62 21 461 1688
F: +62 21 461 1686

Hitachi Vantara, a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., helps data-driven leaders find and use the value in their data to innovate intelligently and reach outcomes that matter for business and society. We combine technology, intellectual property and industry knowledge to deliver data-managing solutions that help enterprises improve their customers’ experiences, develop new revenue streams, and lower the costs of business. Only Hitachi Vantara elevates your innovation advantage by combining deep information technology (IT), operational technology (OT) and domain expertise. We work with organizations everywhere to drive data to meaningful outcomes.

PT. Hexindo Adiperkasa Tbk was established on 28th November 1988. The company engages in the sales of heavy equipment, parts support and specializes in service support and full maintenance contract. We aspire to emerge as a leader in the heavy machineries industry and provide worldclass quality services to satisfy our stakeholders.
Hitachi Group of Companies in the Philippines

**Makati City**
1. Hitachi Asia Ltd. (Philippine Branch)
2. Hitachi Elevator Philippines Corporation
3. Hitachi Vantara
4. PHPC Co. Ltd. Inc.

**Taguig City**
1. Hitachi Solutions Philippines Corporation

**Rosario, Cavite**
1. San Technology Inc.

**Lima Technology Center**
1. Hitachi Cable Philippines, Inc.

**Subic Bay Freeport Zone**
1. Hitachi Terminals Mechatronics Philippines Corporation
Hitachi Group in the Philippines

**Hitachi Asia Ltd.**
**Philippine Branch**
Unit 8, 11th Floor Zuellig Bldg., Makati Avenue corner Paseo de Roxas, Makati City, Philippines 1225
T: +63 2 8886 9018
www.hitachi.com.ph


**Hitachi Elevator Philippines Corporation**
Unit 604 Penthouse Oppen Bulding 349 Sen. Gil Puyat Ave., Makati City, Manila, 1200 Philippines
T: +63 2 8548 9000 rico.esparrago@hep.hitachi.com.ph
www.hea.hitachi.com.sg

Hitachi Elevator Philippines Corporation was established as an overseas service base for supplying, installation and maintenance of Hitachi Elevators, Escalators and Moving Sidewalks in Philippines.

**Hitachi Cable Philippines, Inc.**
LIMA Technology Center, "SEZ" Lipa City 4217, Philippines
T: +63 43 981 0700

Hitachi Cable Philippines, Inc., a subsidiary of Hitachi Metals Ltd., was established on 1st September 1997 specializing in manufacturing of ATM Rollers, OA (Office Automation) Rollers and Photo Copier Machine Rollers.
Hitachi Solutions Philippines Corporation
12th Floor, Marajo Tower, 26th Street corner 4th Avenue, Bonifacio Global City, 1634, Taguig City, Metro Manila, Philippines

Hitachi Solutions Philippines Corporation helps its customers to successfully compete with the largest global enterprises using powerful, easy-to-use, and affordable industry solutions built on Microsoft Dynamics AX and Microsoft Dynamics CRM enhanced with world class Business Analytics, and Portals and Collaboration. Recognized as the Microsoft ERP Partner of year in 2015 and Microsoft Partner of the Year in Asia Pacific in 2015, Microsoft CRM Global Partner of the Year in 2014 and the 2014 Dynamics Global Outstanding Reseller of the Year, Hitachi Solutions Group provides global capabilities with regional offices in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, India, Japan, China, and Asia Pacific.

Hitachi Terminals Mechatronics Philippines Corporation
Blk. E-1, Subic Techno Park, Boton Area, Subic Bay Freeport Zone, 2222 Philippines

Hitachi Terminals Mechatronics Philippines Corporation engages in production of parts and assembly of finance related machines such as module components and cartridges for Automated Teller Machine (ATM). We contribute to realize more reliable, secured and convenient society through our products of excellent QCD (Quality, Cost and Delivery) performance.
Data is your greatest asset, if you know how to use it. The key to new revenue streams, better customer experiences, and lower costs of doing business is there in your data, waiting to be discovered. It reveals your path to innovation and new ways for you and the world to work. Hitachi Vantara elevates your innovation advantage by merging operational and informational experience to offer you a data partner with unprecedented range and depth in data management. We are analytics, industrial expertise, technology and outcomes rolled into one great solution provider. We listen. We understand. We work with you.

San Technology, Inc.
Block 7, Phasell 2,
Cavite Economic Zone,
Rosario, Cavite

San Technology, Inc, a subsidiary company of Hitachi Metals, Ltd., was established in November 1988. We provide NEOMAX® rare earth magnets—which have world-class magnetic properties— for electronics devices and subassembly of Voice Coil Motor for HDD. We contribute to the society through our energy conservation productions.

PHPC Co. Ltd. Inc.
11th Floor Oledan Square
6788 Ayala Avenue
Makati City, 1226, Philippines
T: +63 2 8886 6974

PHPC Co., Ltd. Inc. is a subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., and provides the engineering and construction services of air conditioning, electrical and mechanical facilities for various kinds of industrial plants in Philippines.
Hitachi Group of Companies in Vietnam

Hai Duong Province
1. Hitachi Cable Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Hanoi
1. Hitachi Asia (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. (Representative Office)
3. Hitachi Chemical Asia-Pacific Pte. Ltd. (Representative Office)
4. Hitachi Metals Singapore Pte. Ltd. (Representative Office)

Ho Chi Minh City
1. Hitachi Asia (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. (Head Office)
2. Hitachi Elevator Vietnam Co., Ltd.
3. Hitachi Home Electronics Vietnam Co., Ltd.
4. Hitachi, Ltd., Ho Chi Minh City Urban Railway Line 1 Project Office
5. Global Cybersoft (Vietnam) JSC

Dong Nai Province
1. Hitachi Chemical Energy Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Group in Vietnam

Hitachi Asia (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.
Head Office
Room 8-9-10A 4th Floor
The Landmark,
5B Ton Duc Thang Street.
Ben Nghe Ward, District 1,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Representative Office
Room 2301, 23th West, Lotte Center,
54 Lieu Giai street, Cong Vi Ward,
Ba Dinh District, Hanoi, Vietnam

Hitachi Cable Vietnam Co., Ltd.
Plot CN6. 1-2,
Tan Truong Industrial Zone,
Cam Giang District,
Hai Duong Province, Vietnam

Hitachi Cable Vietnam Co., Ltd. was established on 21st March 2008. We oversee a large manufacturing facility that serves as the core base for our electronic wire and wiring device manufacturing operations in Southeast Asia. Our products include electronics wires and wiring devices.

Hitachi Asia Ltd. representative offices in Vietnam were established in Ho Chi Minh City (1994) and Hanoi (1996). In 2013, Hitachi Asia (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. was established to further expand and strengthen Hitachi’s operations in Vietnam. Our business includes IT system and solutions, power and industrial system, transportation system and water treatment system. We also plan and implement Hitachi’s business strategies in Vietnam.

Hitachi Chemical Asia-Pacific Pte. Ltd.
(Representative Office)
Room 2302, 23rd Floor, West,
Lotte Center Hanoi Building,
54 Lieu Giai Street, Cong Vi Ward,
Ba Dinh Dist, Hanoi, Vietnam

T: +84 24 3232 1709
Hitachi Chemical Energy Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.
4 Street, Nhon Trach 3IP, Second phase, Long Tho Commune, Nhon Trach District, Dong Nai Province, Vietnam

Hitachi Chemical Energy Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. was established in 2016. CSB battery (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. started production in 2008 and CSB battery joined Hitachi group in 2016. Our production is the lead acid battery. This battery is used for UPS and electrical power plant, and so on. We export our product from Vietnam to the whole world.

Hitachi Elevator Vietnam Co., Ltd.
8th Floor, 3C Building, 3C Ton Duc Thang, Ben Nghe Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Hitachi Elevator Vietnam Co., Ltd. was established in Sep 2016 and is 100% fully owned by Hitachi, Ltd. We engage in the sale, installation, maintenance of elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks, supporting comfortable movement throughout buildings and urban spaces.

Hitachi Home Electronics Vietnam Co., Ltd.
4A Floor, Vincom Center
72 Le Thanh Ton Street District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Hitachi Home Electronics Vietnam is 100% fully owned by Hitachi Home Electronics Asia (S) Pte Ltd. We provide extensive sales distribution support and marketing services for consumer electronics and multimedia products in Vietnam.
Hitachi Group in Vietnam

Hitachi, Ltd., Ho Chi Minh City
Urban Railway Line 1 Project Office
7th Floor, Bao Viet Financial Centre
233 Dong Khoi Street, District 1,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

The Ho Chi Minh City Urban Railway Line 1 Project Office was established to act as the main contractor in carrying out the Contract Package 3 for the Ho Chi Minh Urban Railways Construction Project, Ben Thanh – Suoi Tien Section (Line 1).

Hitachi Systems Vietnam Co., Ltd.
4th Floor, Detech Tower
No. 8C Ton That Thuyet Street,
My Dinh II Ward, Nam Tu Lien District,
Hanoi, Vietnam

Hitachi Systems Vietnam Company Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Sunway Information Systems Sdn Bhd. The company's vision is to be the one-stop ICT solutions and services provider in Southeast Asia – offering Enterprise Applications, Engineering Solutions, Infrastructure & Managed Services, as well as Data Centre Solutions.

Global Cybersoft (Vietnam) JSC
Helios Bldg, Quang Trung Software City
T: +84 28 5437 1199
Tan Chanh Hiep Ward, District 12,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
F: +84 28 5437 1188

Global CyberSoft is a leading global IT solutions provider founded in the US in July 2000, acquired by Hitachi Consulting in 2014. We provide a wide range of IT solutions & services, including New Technologies solutions – SmartAgri & Smart Traffic, Smart Manufacturing, Enterprise solutions (ERP/HCM/BI), Retail & Distribution solutions, Testing & Validation and Outsourcing services.

Global CyberSoft is committed to delivering the highest quality for our clients and following international standards and best practices, such as ISO-9001, ISO 27001 and CMMI Level 5. Our achievements have also been recognized by being awarded numerous prestigious awards over the years, such as the Sao Khue Award (2012 - 2018), Vietnam Gold Medal & Top 5 ITO Company (2012 - 2017) and Vietnam’s 30 Leading IT Companies (2014 - 2018).
Hitachi Group of Companies in Myanmar

Yangon

1. Hitachi Asia Ltd. (Myanmar Branch)
2. Hitachi Elevator (Myanmar) Co., Ltd.
3. Hitachi Soe Electric & Machinery Co., Ltd.
**Hitachi Asia Ltd.**

**Myanmar Branch**
Myanmar Centre Tower 1,
Floor 19, Unit 01,
192 Kaba Aye Pagoda Road, Bahan Township,
Yangon, Myanmar

Hitachi Asia Ltd. (Myanmar Branch) was established in November 2012 to explore the potential business opportunities for ‘Social Innovation Business’ that it is promoting globally. Hitachi has long contributed to the development of social infrastructure in Myanmar. Notably, the company has supplied power generation equipment to local power plants since the 1950s. At the same time, the group aims to contribute to the sustainable growth of Myanmar.

---

**Hitachi Elevator (Myanmar) Co., Ltd.**
No 10, Shwe Kabar Housing Mindhama Road, Mayangone Township
Yangon

T: +95 1 664 927/
+95 9 96 316 4874
thet.htun.khaing@hitachi-elevator.com.mm
www.hea.hitachi.com.sg

Hitachi Elevator (Myanmar) Co., Ltd. was established in July 2015. We aim to contribute to the society through the development of original technology with our one stop service for Elevators and Escalators, which includes Sales, Engineering, Installation & Maintenance.

---

**Hitachi Soe Electric & Machinery Co., Ltd.**
Building No 1,
Aung Chan Thar Housing Estate,
East Shwegondine Road, Bahan Township,
Yangon, Myanmar

T: +95 1 546 100

Hitachi Soe Electric & Machinery Co., Ltd. was jointly established between Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems Co., Ltd., Hitachi Asia Ltd. and Soe Electric & Machinery Co., Ltd.. Our business activities include the manufacturing, installation, leasing, maintenance, repair and sales of electrical transformers, switchgears and transformer-related accessories.